
Synthetic low molecular weight compounds that can

specifically bind to certain nucleotide sequences in the

genome are becoming increasingly popular research tools

[1�6]. Special attention is paid to compounds that display

sharply changed intensity of their fluorescence [7�12].

Such ligands may be subdivided into two large classes by

the type of reversible specific interaction with the sub�

strate. Compounds of the first class exhibit external

polynucleotide binding; they are mainly specific to the

first and second order structural organizations of nucleic

acids. Such type of binding requires the presence of at

least one heteroatom and also a system of coupled bonds

(for registration of spectral properties) in the ligand mol�

ecule [9, 13�16]. The compounds of the second class are

known as intercalators, which are inserted between com�

plementary base pairs of polynucleotide double helix;

they are mainly specific to the second and higher orders

of structure organization of nucleic acids. Such ligand

molecules should meet the following structural require�

ments: the presence of one or several fragments repre�

senting a condensed aromatic system with two or more

rings, containing 5�6 atoms, and also at least one het�

eroatom (preferentially endocyclic nitrogen or oxygen

atom) [7, 17�20] (Fig. 1).

However, pathways for the development of new com�

pounds exhibiting higher sensitivity and specificity to the

substrate still require better theoretical consideration and

substantiation. This task is complicated by the following

problem: potent selective binding to the substrate and

registration usually require different structural features.

One of the best ways to solve this conflict is to design

complex compounds containing different functional frag�

ments: one (or several) fragment(s) would be responsible

for substrate binding, whereas the other(s) would deter�

mine spectral or any other properties suitable for registra�

tion. If a constructed complex compound consists of sev�

eral subunits, which bind to the substrate, it is reasonable

to expect significant increase in affinity to this substrate

and specificity compared with “monomeric” constituents

of such compound. Similarly, if the constructed complex

compound consists of several subunits, which can, for

example, increase their fluorescence after sorption on the

substrate, it is reasonable to expect increased sensitivity to

such substrate compared with the “monomeric” con�

stituents. It is also clear that use of complex compounds
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containing structural fragments exhibiting different types

of binding with polynucleotides can significantly increase

informativeness of nucleic acid analysis.

Several complex DNA�specific compounds are

known to date (Fig. 2). Some of them are bis�intercala�

tors (e.g. TOTO (XVIII) and YOYO (XIX)) [27, 28],

demonstrating affinity to DNA and increased fluores�

cence in response to the nucleic acid, which are higher

than in any known mono�intercalator. Others (e.g. bis�

netropsins (XX)) [9, 29] exhibit only external DNA bind�

ing. A third group represent a hybrid of mono�intercala�

tor and a compound externally bound to DNA. The latter

group includes:

– palmatine (XXI) [25]; (interestingly, its analog

dehydrogenated by one of the aromatic cycles, 8�

desmethyl�coralin (VIII), interacts with DNA only as an

intercalator [25]);

– antibiotic daunomycin (XXIII) [31]; and possibly

(and by analogy with it) rubomycin (XII) [30];

– the hybrid compounds like “bis�ethidium” and

“ethidium–acridine” (XXIV) [32], in which only the

ethidium fragment intercalates into DNA, whereas the

second fragment (in spite of structural similarity with

classical intercalators) exhibits external DNA binding; in

the case of compound (XXIV) this is accompanied by flu�

orescence resonance radiationless energy transfer. There

is also radiationless fluorescence resonance energy trans�

fer in which excitation of fluorescence of the energy

donor (acridine fragment having excitation and emission

maximums at λEX = 470 nm and λEM = 600 nm, respec�

tively) causes fluorescence of not only the energy donor,

but also an energy acceptor (ethidium fragment, having

λEX = 550 nm and λEM = 610 nm) (this phenomenon will

be considered in more detail during consideration of the

dye studied in this work; this dye also exhibits such type of

fluorescence, see below);

– compounds of “bis�acridine” type. Their two acri�

dine fragments intercalated into a polynucleotide [34].

Such intercalation may take place only when a linker

chain joining these fragments exceeds a critical length,

otherwise such compounds would exhibit interaction with

the polynucleotide substrate typical for “bis�ethidium”;

– hybrid compounds of “ellipticine–distamycin”

type (XXV) and “netropsin–acridine”, in which external

DNA binding prevailed over the fragment intercalating

into DNA [33], etc.

Nevertheless, only a small proportion of the actual

possibilities for construction of complex DNA�specific

Fig. 1. Structural formulas of some “monofunctional” DNA�binding dyes: I, II) proflavin and acridine orange [17]; III) ethidium bromide

[7]; IV) methylene blue [17]; V) actinomycins (chromophore is 1,9�dicarbamoyl�2�amino�3�oxo�4,6�dimethyl�β�phenoxazine) [21, 22];

VI) 8�methoxypsoralen (8�MOP) [3, 23]; VII) ellipticine [5, 24]; VIII) 8�desmethyl�coralin [25]; IX�XI) pentamidine, stilbamidine, and

berenil, respectively [2, 9, 26]; XII, XIII) netropsin and distamycin A [9, 14]; XIV, XV) 4′,6�diamidino�2�phenylindole (DAPI) and 4′,6�

di(2�imidazolin�2�yl)�2�phenylindole (DIPI) [10, 15, 16]; XVI, XVII) Hoechst 33258 and Hoechst 33342 [1, 16]. Asterisk (*) marks com�

pounds exhibiting intercalation into DNA (others demonstrate external DNA binding).
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compounds has been realized. Thus, in this study we have

used the newly synthesized “bifunctional” DNA�binding

dye, 2�(4�methylphenylimino)�3�(2′�benzothiazolyl)benz�

α�chromene (BCBT) (Fig. 3).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Absorption and fluorescence spectra were recorded

as described in [35] using Beckman�35 (Austria) and

Fig. 2. Structural formulas of some “bifunctional” DNA�binding dyes: XVIII, XIX) TOTO and YOYO [27, 28]; XX) bis�netropsins (syn�

thesized and investigated for interaction with polynucleotides; these include ligands with the other mode of attachment of netropsin

residues, not shown on the figure) [9, 29]; XXI) palmatine [25]; XXII, XXIII) rubomycin [30] and daunomycin [31]; XXIV) EtAc (hybrid

“ethidium–acridine”) [32]; XXV) ElDs (hybrid ellipticine–distamycin) [33]; for compounds XXI�XXV, the fragments intercalating into

polynucleotide and exhibiting external binding are shown as “INT” and “EXT”, respectively.

Fig. 3. Structural formula of the compound used in the present

study (BCBT).
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Hitachi�850 (Japan) instruments, respectively. All meas�

urements were carried out at the constant dye concentra�

tion (CL), of 2.8·10–5 M and various concentrations of

DNA calculated per nucleotide pair (CD) at 20�25°C

using standard aqueous buffer containing 0.01 M NaCl,

0.01 M Na2EDTA, 0.01 M Tris (pH 7.4). Commercially

available fluorophores DAPI (4′,6�diamidino�2�

phenylindole) (XIV) and EtBr (2,7�diamino�10�ethyl�9�

phenyl�phenanthridinium bromide) (III) (see Fig. 1) and

also Na2EDTA and Tris were purchased from Serva

(Germany). The newly synthesized compound BCBT was

kindly presented by the Department of Molecular

Biotechnology (St. Petersburg Technological Institute).

Chicken erythrocyte DNA (60% AT base pairs; mean

molecular mass of 326 daltons per nucleotide; molar

absorbance coefficient ε260 = 6600 M–1·cm–1) was used as

the substrate. The dry preparation obtained from Serva

was dissolved in distilled water and sonicated (for homo�

genization and reduction of light scattering) using a

UZDN�2 instrument (Russia) for 15 sec at 0.3 A and

22 kHz. This results in formation of DNA fragments of

35,000 daltons. Other chemicals were of chemically pure

grade.

Since overlapping of absorption and fluorescence

spectra was absent in the compounds studied, the ratio of

quantum yields was determined by the following formula:

ϕ2/ϕ1 = (I2A1)/(I1A2),                         (1)

where A and I are the values of optical density and fluo�

rescence intensity of the compound studied at the wave�

lengths corresponding to maximums at the spectra of its

fluorescence excitation and emission. The sensitivity

coefficients (ηS), reflecting the value of fluorescence aug�

mentation of the dye studied in response to the increase

in DNA concentration by 1 mol/liter and the ratio of

concentrations CD/CL = S, was calculated by the formula:

ηS = (IS+1– IS–1)/(2СL),                      (2) 

where IS+1 and IS–1 are maximal fluorescence intensities

of the studied dye at ratios of molar concentrations

CD/CL = S + 1 and CD/CL = S – 1, respectively. The rela�

tive contribution of hydrogen bonds (Hb) to formation of

active fluorescent complex of the dyes under study and a

polynucleotide is determined as follows:

Hb = 100 (ФIb – 1)/(ФSt – 1), (3)

where ФSt and ФIb are relative values of quantum yields of

the compound in the presence of saturating concentration

of DNA and in the absence of DNA in the standard aque�

ous buffer (St) and in the buffer containing 2 M NaCl,

0.01 M Na2EDTA, 0.01 M Tris (pH 8.0) (Ib), respectively.

Parameters of the complex formation between

BCBT and DNA were determined as follows. Let us

introduce the following designations: m = CL
f is molar

concentration of a free ligand in solution; r = CL
b/CD is

amount of a bound ligand per unit of substrate concen�

tration (here CD is total molar concentration of

nucleotides in the system, CL
b is molar concentration of a

bound ligand in solution); n = rmax is maximally possible

number of ligand molecules that can bind to one DNA

molecule divided by the total number of nucleotide pairs

in it. In this case at n = 1 the considered system is consis�

tent with the Langmuir isotherm equation [36]:

K = r/(m – mr).                              (4)

At n < 1 (this is typical for real DNA–ligand systems),

Scatchard [37] proposed transformation of Eq. (4) into

the following equation:

r/m = Kn – Kr .                             (5) 

In this case “r” and “n – r” can be interpreted as

proportions of occupied and vacant binding sites at the

considered polymer (the length of each site is h =

C b
D /CL

b ≠ 1/n nucleotide pairs, where CD
b is molar concen�

tration of nucleotides bound to the ligand); K is an

empiric constant; its value is the inverse of the concen�

tration of a free ligand in the system under conditions

when it occupies half of potential binding sites on the

substrate.

To exclude possible effects ignored by the selected

model and observed only at excess of the ligand over the

polynucleotide (cooperative, statistical, etc. [35]) data

used for calculation in this study were taken at ratios of

molar concentrations CD/CL >> 1. The method of calcu�

lation consisted of the following steps.

Initially, using the values of fluorescent intensity of

the dye in the presence of given amount of DNA (Ii), we

calculated the value of maximally possible fluorescence

intensity of the fluorescent dye in the studied system

(Imax). This value was determined by extrapolation of the

linear part of the curve on the plots of dependence of I

versus ratio of concentrations CL/CD, obtained during flu�

orescence titration of the studied dye to CL/CD = 0, as

shown at Fig. 4. However, it should be noted that this plot

serves only as the illustration and selection of number of

points (in this case Q = 4) in the upper part of the curve

Y = f(X) (where Y = I, and X = CL/CD) for their subse�

quent approximation by the least square method [38] by

the following dependence:

Y = a0 + a1X,

where

a1 = [ΣXiΣYi – QΣ(XiYi)]/[(ΣXi)
2 – QΣXi

2], 

a0 = (ΣYi – a1ΣXi)/Q, i = 1 – Q                  (6)
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(in this case accuracy of the value Imax is significantly

higher than that obtained by graphic determination; this

also influences accuracy of parameters of complex forma�

tion determined using such approach).

After selection of the required number of points for

approximation, we calculated C b
L,i for corresponding val�

ues of CD,i:

C b
L,i = CL(Imax– Ii)/(Imax – I0),                  (7) 

where I0 is fluorescence intensity of the dye in the absence

of DNA. Assuming Xi = ri = Cb
L,i/CD,i at Yi = ri/mi = Xi/(CL –

C b
L,i) and then calculating a0 and a1 using Eqs. (6), we deter�

mined K = –a1 and n = –a0/a1. Figure 5 illustrates this step. 

The accuracy of these calculations was evaluated

using values of relative errors for K and n, which were

determined by formulas:

εК = 100 ∆K/K,                              (8)

and

εn = 100 ∆n/n, (9)

where

∆K = tТ Sа · [ΣXi
2 – (ΣXi)

2/Q],                 (10)

∆n = tТ · (Sа/K) · [Q – (ΣXi)
2/ΣXi

2] + (∆Kn)/K,   (11)

tТ is the table value of Student’s criterion at the signifi�

cance level of “0.05” and number of degrees of freedom

“Q – 2”; Sa = [Σ(YТ,i – YE,i)
2/(Q – 2)]1/2 is the adequate�

ness dispersion of Eq. (5); YТ,i and YE,i are theoretical and

experimental values of the parameter of relative approxi�

mation error: εS = 100Σ(YТ,i – YE,i)/(QYE,i) and criterion

FP = Σ(YT,i)
2/(QSa

2) > FТ (where FТ is the table value of

Fisher’s criterion at the significance level of “0.05” and

number and degrees of freedom “2” and “Q – 2”, respec�

tively), characterizing whether the selected model ade�

quately describes the behavior of the DNA–dye system in

the given range of ratios CD/CL. For all compounds used in

this study we obtained εS < 3%, εK < 10%, and εn < 10%.

For all compounds used in this study we also deter�

mined the coefficient of specificity of a dye to tertiary

structure of DNA:

Sd = 100 (IZ /IN – 1), (12)

where IZ is maximal fluorescence intensity at the ratio of

molar concentrations CD/CL = 50 for the complex formed

by dye and DNA sonicated using the above�described

method to average mass of one molecule of 35,000 dal�

tons, and IN is maximal fluorescence intensity at CD/CL =

50 for the complex formed by the dye and untreated DNA.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The table and Fig. 6 show data on spectral and com�

plex forming properties of BCBT in aqueous buffer in the

presence of various concentrations of the polynucleotide

and also similar characteristics of such commercially

available DNA fluorophores as DAPI (XIV) and EtBr

(III) (Fig. 1).

In the case of BCBT within the range of wavelengths

λ = 200�700 nm there are four peaks with maximums at

Fig. 4. Determination of maximally possible fluorescence intensi�

ty (Imax) of a dye in the presence of DNA using the first fluorescent

system BCBT as an example: 1) dependence obtained after global

cubic spline interpolation of experimental data (shown as dots); 2)

linear extrapolation of the upper part of curve 1 to CL/CD = 0

(where CD and CL are molar concentrations of DNA and the ligand

in the system).
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λAB = 210, 265, 365, and 520 nm (the peaks located in UV

region at 210 and 265 nm are not shown at Fig. 6 due to

the masking effect of DNA). Intensity of the third peak of

BCBT absorbance (λAB = 365 nm) increased with the

increase in molar ratios DNA/dye (CD/CL) from 0 to 50,

but the wavelength of maximum and one isosbestic point

at λi1 = 385 nm remained unchanged, whereas intensity

of the fourth peak (at λAB = 520 nm) decreased at con�

stant wavelength and λi2 = 555 nm.

The absorption maximum in the shortest wavelength

region was not duplicated in the fluorescence excitation

spectra of BCBT. Use of excitation light with wavelengths

corresponding to the third and fourth absorbance maxi�

mums (λEX = 265 and 365 nm) there were two emission

peaks with maximums at λEM = 450 and 615 nm. In the

case of BCBT excitation with light of the wavelengths

corresponding to the fourth absorption maximum (λEX =

520 nm) one emission peak with maximum at λEM =

615 nm was observed.

In each of the above�described cases, the increase in

the ratio of CD/CL concentrations in the system was

accompanied by the increase in fluorescence intensity.

The excitation spectrum of BCBT recorded at λEM =

450 nm yielded two peaks with maximums at λEX = 265

and 365 nm (Fig. 6c). On the excitation spectrum of

BCBT recorded at λEM = 615 nm there were three peaks

with maximums at λEX = 265, 365, and 520 nm (Fig. 6d).

It has been reported [39] that 2�phenylbenzimida�

zole (DAPI chromophore; Fig. 1 and table) is character�

ized by the presence of three absorption peaks with max�

imums at λAB = 207, 241, and 301 nm. The first band is

related to electron transitions in benzene rings, the sec�

ond one is determined by electron transitions in the het�

erocycle, whereas the third band corresponds to electron

transition from the benzene orbital to the free orbital of

the HC=N�group [40]. Taking into consideration these

data we can suggest that in the compound studied the

absorption band with maximum at λAB = 210 nm corre�

sponds to electron transitions in benzene rings of BCBT

molecule, whereas the peak with maximum at λAB =

265 nm corresponds to electron transitions in oxine and

thiazole fragments of BCBT molecules.

We can also conclude that within a range of ratios

CD/CL BCBT is characterized by a single type of binding

with the polynucleotide and two fluorescent systems. In

the visible region of the spectrum the first fluorescent sys�

Dye

λ0
AB

λ50
AB

λ0
EM

λ50
EM

ε · 10–3

µ · 10–5

ϕ50/ϕ0

η1 · 10–5

η10 · 10–5

η50 · 10–5

Hb

Sd

K · 10–6

n · 102

Spectral and complex formation properties of the dyes studied in various media and in the absence and in the presence

of DNA
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5.6

3.0

10

4.8

2.9

0.54
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54

0.25

10

BCBT�2 

520

520

615

615

0.43

0.62

4.1

0.71

0.33

0.12

15

104

2.9

8.2

BCBT�1

365

365

450

450

1.5

3.2

5.2

1.0

0.42

0.22

15
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2.9

8.2

DAPI

340

360

450

455

19

51

21

56

28

11

40

6.3

6.4

3.0

Note: ВСВТ�1 and ВСВТ�2 designate first and second fluorescent systems of BCBT;  EtBr and DAPI designate compounds III and XIV from Fig.1;

λAB and λEM (nm) designate wavelength maximums in absorption and fluorescence emission spectra of dyes, respectively;  ε (M–1·cm–1) and

µ (M–1·cm–1) designate molar absorption and fluorescence coefficients in the absence of DNA;  ϕ is fluorescence quantum yield;  η (М–1) is

coefficient of  fluorescent sensitivity (see “Materials and Methods”);  Нb (%) is relative contribution of hydrogen bonds to formation of active

fluorescent complex of the dye and a polynucleotide; Sd (%) is coefficient of specificity of a dye to tertiary structure of DNA (see “Materials

and Methods”);  K (М–1) and  n designate parameters of binding of the dye with DNA calculated on Scatchard’s model (see “Materials and

Methods”);  indices “0”, “1”, “10”, and “50” designate parameters which were measured  at the ratios of molar DNA and dye concentra�

tions (СD/СL): 0, 1, 10, and 50, respectively.  Maximum peaks of absorption and excitation of fluorescence in the visible area of a spectrum at

all specified dyes coincided. And also in absorption spectra of these dyes there were peaks with maxima at wavelength of 210 and

270 (±10) nm, the first of which in excitation spectra was not duplicated.
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tem has maximums of excitation and emission at λEX =

365 nm and λEM = 450 nm, respectively. These character�

istics are close to those in phenyl�benzothiazoles [41] and

DAPI (table); therefore, it is reasonable to suggest that

the benzothiazole fragment is responsible for the exis�

tence of the first fluorescence system in BCBT.

The second fluorescence system is characterized by

fluorescence intensity that is 5�8 times less than that of

the first fluorescence system, and maximums of excita�

tion and emission in the visible region of the spectrum at

λEX = 520 nm and λEM = 615 nm, respectively. These

characteristics are close to those of EtBr (see table). It is

also known that the dye possessing more developed sys�

tem of coupled bonds is characterized by longer wave�

lengths of its absorbance and emission [40]. So, we con�

clude that the second fluorescence system of BCBT is

apparently determined by its benz�α�chromene frag�

ment.

Thus, there is radiationless fluorescence resonance

energy transfer between the two fluorescence systems of

Fig. 6. Spectra of absorbance (a, b), fluorescence excitation (c, d), and emission (e, f) in the presence of various concentrations of DNA.

Spectra were recorded at the emission wavelengths of 450 (c) and 615 nm (d) and fluorescence excitation wavelengths of 365 (e) and 520 nm

(f), respectively. Curves 1�4 correspond to the ratios of molar concentrations of DNA and dye (CD/CL): 0, 1, 10, and 50; λi1 and λi2 indicate

the positions of isosbestic points registered on the absorption spectra.
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BCBT (Fig. 7). This phenomenon takes place when the

region of wavelengths of fluorescence emission of an

energy donor (in our case the fluorescence system associ�

ated with the benzothiazole fragment of BCBT) is local�

ized within the wavelength region of fluorescence excita�

tion of fluorescence energy acceptor (in our case the flu�

orescence system associated with the benz�α�chromene

fragment of BCBT). In such case when a primarily excit�

ed energy donor is involved into weak dipole–dipole

interaction with an energy acceptor located at a distance,

which is shorter than the wavelength of its emission, addi�

tional probability for transition of the donor into elec�

tron�oscillation state with lower energy appears simulta�

neously with transition of acceptor into the state with

higher energy.

Efficacy of such resonance energy transfer (E, deter�

mined as the ratio of numbers of energy quanta transmit�

ted from donor to acceptor to total number of quanta

emitted by donor during its transition from the excited

state to the ground state under the same conditions in the

absence of the acceptor) depends on the distance between

donor and acceptor (f) as:

Е = f 0
l /( f 0

l + f l), (13)

where f0 is Forster’s critical radius (such f, at which prob�

ability of transition of the donor from the excited state

into the ground state due to energy transfer to the accep�

tor is equal to the sum of probabilities of all other process�

es, resulting in transition of the donor from the excited

state into the ground state under the same conditions in

the absence of the acceptor), and l = 2, 4, or 6 depending

on the type of dipole–dipole interaction between donor

and acceptor [42�44].

It should also be noted that the phenomenon when

excitation of donor fluorescence is accompanied by emis�

sion not only of the donor but also the acceptor can be

observed even at distances exceeding the wavelength of

the donor emission. However, this involves a different

mechanism for energy transfer (the acceptor reabsorbs

quanta emitted by the donor) and the dependence of E on

f differs from that described by the expression (13).

Study of absorbance and fluorescence spectra of

BCBT in the presence of various concentrations of DNA

has shown that BCBT is not a very active fluorophore;

such characteristics as ϕ50/ϕ0 (ratio of quantum yields of

a dye in the presence and in the absence of DNA) and η
(coefficient of fluorescent sensitivity, reflecting augmen�

tation of fluorescence intensity of the dye during the

increase in DNA concentration in solution by 1 mol/liter

at various ratios CD/CL) are lower than those for DAPI

and EtBr (table). This was quite expectable because earli�

er it was shown [41, 45] that electron donor and proton

donor activity of heterocycles with respect to their sub�

stituents as well as affinity to DNA decreased in the order

“indole > imidazole > thiazole > oxazole”.

Besides spectral properties, we also investigated

parameters of BCBT binding with DNA; they were basi�

cally the same for both fluorescence systems (within

experimental error of ±9%). These experiments have

shown that BCBT demonstrates higher affinity and speci�

ficity to the polynucleotide substrate than EtBr, but lower

affinity and specificity than DAPI (table).

The relative contribution of hydrogen bonds to for�

mation of the active fluorescence complex of BCBT with

DNA was 15%. This suggests that the BCBT–DNA sys�

tem is more sensitive to changes in ionic strength of a

solution than the DAPI–DNA and EtBr–DNA systems

(table).

Finally, we have determined coefficient of dye sensi�

tivity to tertiary structure of DNA, which was 6% for

DAPI, 54% for EtBr, and 104% for BCBT. Since com�

pounds exhibiting external binding are much less sensitive

to higher orders of nucleic acid organization than inter�

calators (this is also confirmed by the above�mentioned

data for DAPI and EtBr), one can conclude that binding

to the substrate preferentially occurs via intercalation.

Bound BCBT was characterized by following differences

compared with free BCBT: first, total positive charge of

the thiazole cycle decreased; second, there was uncou�

pling of electron systems of benzothiazole, 4�

methylphenylimine, and benz�α�chromene fragments

(this decreased electron acceptor influence of benzothia�

Fig. 7. Scheme of fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET)

between benzothiazole (donor) and benz�α�chromene (acceptor)

fragments of the BCBT molecule at the ratio of molar concentra�

tions of DNA and dye CD/CL = 50. Curves 1 and 2 represent fluo�

rescence excitation and emission spectra of a “donor”, curves 3

and 4 represent fluorescent excitation and emission spectra of an

“acceptor”; “hv1” and “hv2” are light quanta absorbed by the

“donor” and emitted by the “acceptor”, respectively.
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zole and 4�methylphenylimine on the benz�α�chromene

fragment). This causes the increase in fluorescence of

both benzothiazole and benz�α�chromene fragments of

the dye during its binding to DNA.
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